Winters and fall in Central Texas may be more mild than those in northern
latitudes, however November is still a wonderful time to get outside. November means
pulling out our thicker jackets and turning on the heater, where it also triggers certain
responses and behaviors in plants and wildlife that can only be seen in this short time.

Mating season for the White-tailed
deer begins in October and concludes
around December. In male deer, this period
is referred to as “rut”. Day length directly
triggers bucks’ testosterone levels,
promoting antler growth and aggression. In
this period, seeing bucks fighting, or
“lekking”, is a common but exciting occurrence. With a 6-and-a-half-month gestation
period, mating in fall means newborn fawns are welcomed in the spring to longer,
warmer days with plentiful food.

Recently, a Red-shouldered hawk family has taken up
residence at the park. Red-shouldered hawks, like most
raptors have sharp talons, which they use to capture a wide
array of prey. The most common prey item for these hawks are
small mammals such as rodents. However, reptiles and fish
aren’t in the clear. Not unlike other raptors, the Redshouldered hawk is monogamous and highly territorial. Mating
however won’t begin until mid-spring with hatchings following
shortly afterwards.

Along with the wildlife, vegetation has started to change colors and loose
leaves. The Bald Cypress trees that give the Cypress Creek it’s name are not
immune to this change. In the fall, you can see these gargantuan trees lose
their leaves and demonstrate their “bald” characteristic. While other plants are
changing or dying, the fall aster begins to thrive. The
American Beautyberry is also a characteristic plant,
specifically the berries. Beautyberry blooms around
the end of spring to around the middle of summer.
However, these blooming flowers don’t mature into
their distinctive magenta berries until fall.

Spring is often thought of as the vibrant period with all shades of color and
prosperity. While it definitely does have those
qualities, the fall isn’t as bleak and barren as the word
“fall” is often associated. In fact, many living beings
prosper during this time. Not as many predators for
some plants are active, making for a perfect time to
sprout fruits in certain species. Many reptiles such as
snakes have gone seeking shelter from the cold,
meaning their prey are free to roam about.

